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INDRA
Electronic architecture

1 Introduction :

The high integration, the large dynamic range and resolution
in energy are the main features of the INDRA multidetector
electronics. These goals were set in particular by :
- the definition of two specific electronics lines processing
informations coming from detectors.
- the asynchronous mode between trigger and encoding modules.
- the D size VXI standard of these modules.

2 Two electronic lines :

INDRA is a 4n multidetector. It is a set of 17 rings which are
made up of :
- 96 Ionisation Chambers and 180 Silicium detectors:

They have a large dynamic range in energy (1Mev to 3Gev) and
a high resolution (50keV for the lowest energies).
- 324 Cesium Iodide and 12 Phoswich scintillators:

The information processing electronic is completely
integrated in order to limit the number of crates and to keep the
quality of the analog signals.

The Ionisation Chamber and Silicium electronic line is made
of:
- 35 standard CAMAC amplifiers (8 channels per module).
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- 6 standard VXI Constant Fraction Discriminators, FCV48 (48
channels per module).
- 9 standard VXI charge sensitive converters, QDC6412V (32
channels per module). The integration of each input channel is
performed twice (gain 1 and gain 16). The encoding with a 12 bits
converter associated with this double integration method is
equivalent to a 16 bits encoding device.

The Csl line is made of 14 standard VXI charge sensitive
converters, CSI24V (24 channels per module). All electronic
functions such as amplification, discrimination, delay and
duration, fast and slow integrations are implemented on the same
board. For the phoswichs, the QDC are made in the same way except
the number of channels which is limited to 16 because of the shape
of the signal coming from the detectors.

3 The trigger and the asynchronous mode :

The trigger is made up of 4 kinds of modules, each of them
has a specific function :
- the "Grouper" is a set of NI M standard modules. It generates
multiplicities of logic pulses coming from the discriminators.
- the VXI standard "Selector" generates the acceptation or
rejection signals for each event. The decision depends on the
configuration of the "Grouper" multiplicity pulses.
- the VXI standard "Correlator" distributes the decision signals to
the other modules through the VXI crate Slot 0. It also informs the
acquisition processors of the different states of the crates, in
particular for the data readout.
- the "Time markers" give time references of each detector. They
are 7 VXI standard modules made up of 96 channels with 10nsec
resolution.

In the asynchronous mode, each encoding channel is
individually triggered. The channel cycle is started by the logic
signal coming from the dicriminator, itself in synchronism with
the related analog current to be integrated. A cycle is
characterised by an integration gate and a "validation point". Each
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encoding channel is enabled for analog digital conversion if its
"validation" point is in coincidence with the trigger "validation"
gate. Otherwise, the channel resets If.

The asynchronous mode benefits are :
- cumbersome and signal deteriorating delay lines are not needed.
- the trigger analysis duration can be increased without
difficulties; the "validation" point delay just needs to be changed.
- the valid channels configuration is stored in each encoding
module.

4 Control and data acquistion :

In order to minimize the length of the cables and to reduce
electromagnetic perturbations on analog signals, the whole
electronic is positionned in the reaction chamber cave, close to the
multidetector, outside the reach of the users during beam
operations. VXI ressources are perfectly adapted and used in
modules such as discriminators, encoding modules and trigger for :
- thresholds, gains and duration programming.
- analog and logic signals remote controlled multiplexing and

visualization.
- in phase distribution of trigger "validation" gate to the VXI

boards.
- summed signals showing the position of the "validation" point in

the trigger gate.

Once a triggering configuration is accepted, the "selector"
starts a sequence with the following signals :
- FT, "validation" gate.
- INH, starting inhibition.
- OA, digitizing enabling. All integrated currents for which

channels are valid are digitally converted.

All of them are sent by the "correlator" to the 4 VXI crates.
As soon as OA is received, encoding modules pull down the

"CODAGE" line of their VXI crate. At the end of the conversion, this
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line is pull up and the "LECTURE" line goes down. For each of the
crates, both signals are returned to the correlator for the data
readout by the VME front end processors. The data block of the
encoding module has a variable length which depends on the number
of valid channels. The data readout by the VXI bus is in D32 mode;
the digital value of the integrated input current channel is read on
the two low bytes and the detector label is read on the two high
bytes. A datum with the whole 32 bits to 1 ends off the block. The
end of the readout is indicated by the pulling up of the VXI crate
"LECTURE" line.

When the whole data readout is finished, the VME processor
resets the acquisition modules and the REVT signal is sent to every
VXI crate by the "correlator".

5 Conclusion :

Since January 93, the INDRA multidetector is operationnal
and has run continuously for more than 30 "beam days". The
electronic gives complete satisfaction. The ease of parameters
access and control and the good resolution obtained have allowed
efficient data taking for a variety of "hot nuclei" heavy ion
collision experiments.
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